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90% positive 10% negative - but we must set the right agenda now!



“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the 
turbulence, itself, but to act with yesterday’s logic” 

*Peter Drucker









Which part of your 
business is  
‘digitally  

contestable’ ?



From products and ownership to service and access

… to experiences and transformations



Future-readiness: hybrid thinking required!



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years

40% of Fortune 500 companies will not be around in 10 years, 45% of all jobs will be automated-away within 15-20 years (Osbourne/Frey)



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Source: https://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/combinations-and-disruption/

Exponential 
Combinatorial 

Interdependent



Exponentially bigger, faster and ‘better’ - at increasingly lower cost!
- but will it allow for human flourishing ?



Digitization 

▪ Automation 
▪ Virtualization 
▪ Screenification 
▪ Anticipation 
▪ Augmentation 
▪ Optimization 

Robotisation

“ations” will change every enterprise in every sector, globally9



Anything that can be digitised, automated or moved to the cloud…will be!



Bots and IDAs are the new apps: ‘intelligent and automated’ becomes the new normal

! Intelligent digital assistants will be widely used for shared services in the near future !



 Automation and Intelligent Digital Assistants (IDAs)





“One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary (wo)men.  
No machine can do the work of one extraordinary (wo)man”

–Elbert Hubbard







The end of ‘donkey work’ !?



(Wo)man-machine convergence is a key future story



But: human cognition is embodied i.e. we 
think with our bodies not (just) our brain

hat tip to Prof. Daniel Hahnemann



The key cognitive business trends

Disclaimer: there are many other vendors not just IBM:)

➤ Total mobility and realtime-data  

➤ First, intelligent assistance (IA) 

➤ Then, artificial intelligence (AI) 

➤ Pervasive security 

➤Digital ethics become essential 

➤Human-only skills increase 
dramatically (HECI not just STEM) 



Big Data + Cloud+ Artificial Intelligence = a kind of business ‘super intelligence’ ?



The interface revolution is just about here, as well!



Will shared services also become ‘cognitive’?
Source: IBM Watson Analytics via Youtube





Pursue new business models that only work because of 
mobile, cloud, Internet if Things, big data, IA/AI
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Enterprises are increasingly pursuing fluid, hyper-networked models

Technology
Humanity

Organization

Source: http://www.nebula7.com/value/V-CHP1.HTM



The next big thing: the intelligent cloud
Source: McKinsey Global Institute
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Data is indeed the new oil - but using both machine 
intelligence and human intuition / understanding will be crucial



Mere hyper-efficiency is not the final destination

Customer Delight  
Trust / Relationship 

Engagement 
Intelligence 

Efficiency 



From industrial to information to the… experience economy
World-class shared services will be about providing great services and even better experiences …and transformations



“Technology is a useful servant but a dangerous master”
Christian Lous Lange



Embrace technology - but don’t become it
The purpose of business is customer happiness - technology is the tool not the destination



Technology has no ethics - but successful business is based on it
“Ethics are moral principles that govern a person's or group's behaviour.  Synonyms: moral code, morals, morality, values, rights and wrongs, principles, ideals, 

standards (of behaviour), value systems, virtues, dictates of conscience”    Source:  Oxford Dictionaries

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=define+morality&sa=X&ei=FM5pVJ2TBIOsPbirgKAH&ved=0CCMQ_SowAA


Summary and key take-aways

1. Understand exponentiality: look at the 
framework, not just the picture 

2. Fluid, interdependent, holistic ecosystems 
3. Question ‘yesterday’s logic’, discard outdated 

assumptions: don’t build faster horses - 
build cars! 

4. Data is the new oil: become a cognitive 
business: use but don’t become technology 

5. If Henry Ford had asked people what they 
wanted, they would have said ‘faster horses’ 
- go beyond the obvious. Now. 

6. Become extraordinary human, both 
personally and as a company - most else 
will be done by machines. Ethics are key!



Watch the film: gerd.fm/manmachinevideo 


